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Motion Collection

 

Motion accentuates a fresh and 

contemporary look and feel in 

interior decoration. this unique 

collection of room-high window 

decoration fabrics combines 

stylish accents with a down to 

earth feel, bringing a casually 

chic atmosphere grounded in its 

natural element. Motion offers a 

stylish combination of geometric 

and organic patterned jacquards, 

herringbone, double faced dim 

out and a soft structured sheer 

in a naturally fresh color palate. 
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Intriguing textures &  

structures in interior design

 

the expressions collection of-

fers the next level in ‘textures 

& structures’ and is created 

with the latest innovations in 

trevira cS yarns, expressing  

a unique contemporary  

Mediterranean chic ambiance.

 

Vibrant color energy  

balanced with soft grey and 

sand shades covering trendy 

color groups such as Forest 

Spring, Raspberry lounge,  

Sundance Beach, Shade of  

Silver and ocean Jeans.  

the 100 % trevira cS content  

secures a high level of  

sustainability, easy care and 

permanent flame retardancy.

All furniture presented in this brochure is 
provided by our partner Montbel, 
www.montbel.it
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let KoBe seduce you with a 

sumptuous range of interior 

design fabrics. Designed with 

passion, shaping the bespoke 

KoBe style.

 

the louvre collection presents 

contemporary-classic interior 

design, inspired by the French 

empire style. offering egyptian 

cottons, pure silks and lus-

trous velvets.

 

KoBe treasures, ready for you 

to reveal...
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State-of-the-art production 

techniques are used to produce 

the louvre fabrics. the finest 

yarns of indian silk and egyptian 

cotton combined with damask 

jacquard, lace and velvet print 

techniques create the distinc-

tive louvre look and feel.
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the development process of 

the louvre collection was 

inspired by the (French)  

napoleonic empire period. 

this empire was initially a pure 

French style which arose 

in Paris at the beginning of 

the 19th century (1804-1815) 

and continued to flourish 

after the French revolution. 

napoleon Bonaparte became 

the first French emperor 

and the term ‘empire’ was 

literally named after his 

reign. in all aspects of this 

empire, napoleon surrounded 

himself in Paris with treasures 

and symbols of wealth, which 

conveyed a message of power.  

this strongly influenced the 

foundation of the new style 

period.
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the napoleonic empire period 

also takes inspiration from 

ancient Roman and Greek style 

periods with grand designs and 

ornate decoration. napoleon 

was an admirer of the egyptian 

and etruscan culture and 

consequently the empire  

style takes on many elements 

and patterns from egyptian 

architecture. Another 

significant inspiration source 

for the empire elegance was 

found within nature; refined 

natural elements, classical in 

its most pure, simple form.
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the colour characteristics of 

the empire style are modest and 

refined. Soft, pastel  colours 

and shades of white have a 

prominent role in creating 

 a gracefully feminine feel 

with a subtle balance between 

colour and design. louvre 

offers high-quality materials 

with multi-purpose applications.  

louvre presents a luxurious 

collection that exudes  the 

sumptuous radiance that 

underlines the extensiveness, 

strength and wealth of the 

empire.
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Intriguing treasures of the hidden 

world of Mystic

 

the Mystic collection enriches 

KoBe’s library of contemporary 

classic interior design fabrics. in-

triguing treasures will be uncovered 

when you follow your intuition and 

pass through the threshold into  

the hidden interior design world of 

Mystic. 

You will be rewarded for your curios-

ity with affection through mysterious 

interior design emotions, flourished 

with inspirations derived from the 

Gothic style period. Mystic’s treas-

ures comprise of seductively rich 

velvets, innovative 3-D jacquards, 

lace-looks and printed burn-outs 

suitable for window decoration and 

upholstery usage. the colour scheme 

covers a contemporary palette in 

combination with exquisite traditional 

colours.
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this summer Kobe introduces a 
compact range of basic room highs 
that adds the essentials in window 
decoration. All curtains are more 

than 300 cm room high, designed to 
fit higher than standard ceilings. 

With harmony in textures and 
colours, this introduction includes 
a chic solid linen, a multi coloured 

loose-weave, a brushed cotton 
plain, a rough linen look plain and 

a jacquard woven tone on tone 
patterned curtain fabrics. these 

are absolutely timeless must haves 
for every interior professionals; 
versatile, easy to match with all 

interior styles and  trends.
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cAStello 320cm
100% polyester

available in 9 colours
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filiPPA 310cm
100% polyester

available in 7 colours
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lArino 305cm
100% polyester

available in 32 colours
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lArino 305cm
100% polyester

available in 32 colours









levAnto 320cm
92% linen 8% polyester
available in 46 colours
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BAcArole 310 cm
bacarole 310 cm

available in 45+ colours
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T“The joys of the summer surround me”

I feel a soft breeze on my face
The breath of the air blows away all my cares

And brings the delights on this place

I feel so entranced by the season
As softly the wind does it blow

The swaying of grass in the breeze as I pass
Through fields where I drift with the flow

I hear all the chattering branches
In trees, where the wind seems to call

The whisper of leaves seem to sing on the breeze
And touch me with blossoms that fall

The delicate scents of the landscape
Are carried to me on the air

The fragrance of cherries, and sweet smelling berries
The breeze brings their perfume to share

You feel so at one with the country
And filled with the greatest of ease

The joys of this place will so softly embrace
When carried to you by the breeze 

Unknown





KOBE’s Poetry collection reveals

interior design emotions of

nostalgic romance

 

the Poetry collection touches the  

interior design heart by nourishing 

the imagination of a unique contem-

porary style. expressions of vintage 

inspirations flow in a gentle rhythm, 

revealing interpretations of nostal-

gic romance. 

Poetry embraces a reference to  

vintage themes merged with contem-

porary pastel colour palette and  

innovative, refined materials. it of-

fers prints, semi plains, jacquards 

and burnouts suitable for window 

decoration and upholstery usage.

All furniture presented in this brochure is 
provided by our partner Montbel, 
www.montbel.it
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Kobe’s Dutch Design meets Dutch industrial Heritage

At their headquarters, located only a few miles from 

the city of eindhoven, Kobe has been designing  

curtain and upholstery collections with an  

authentic signature for more than 35 years.  thus, 

contributing in their unique way to Dutch Design.

 

two other Dutch companies, Philips and DAF, are 

linked forever to Dutch Design and the eindhoven 

region.  in the 20th century both had a significant 

influence on the economical and social development 

of this region.

DAF, a Dutch automobile manufacturer, made a  

legendary contribution to Dutch Design with the  

introduction of the Daffodil 33.  For a long time, this 

car, equipped with the world’s first continuously 

variable transmission, has become recognized as one 

of the icons of the past century.

Philips in turn contributed in a major way to Dutch 

Design with their light bulbs and consumer  

electronics.  Further more, it has left a lasting im-

pression on the city image of eindhoven. the Philips 

clock tower building (Dutch name: ‘Het Klokgebouw’) 

is a striking example as it still breathes the power of 

past industrial glory at the same time as hosting  

a modern centre for industrial design today.

Style and design periods from the past are the 

source of today’s creativity and product develop-

ment. ‘Het Klokgebouw’ inspiringly connects with 

Kobe’s design visions.  not only does the ambiance of 

this location perfectly suit the DAF 33, it also brings 

out the best in Kobe’s contemporary designs pre-

sented in this brochure.  Just as it does to the multi 

coloured osorno upholstery fabric enriching the 

car’s interior.

the KoBe team.

	 	All	furniture	presented	in	this	brochure	is	
provided	by	our	partner	Rossin,		
www.rossin.it
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